Jones matrix imaging of biological samples by a polarization-sensitive Fourier-domain optical coherence tomography has been demonstrated using a two-dimensional CCD camera to obtain two spectra corresponding to the orthogonal polarization components simultaneously.
Introduction
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) 1 is an emergent technology for biomedical applications. OCT is an attractive method since it noninvasively investigates biological samples with high resolution.
Although OCT has some advantages, conventional time-domain OCT (TD-OCT) is a point measurement system. Therefore, the measurement time increases due to two-dimensional mechanical scanning. Fourierdomain OCT (FD-OCT) 2 overcomes this problem since it avoids a mechanical A-line scan. High-speed measurement by FD-OCT has also been demonstrated. 3, 4 Moreover, FD-OCT has a major advantage with respect to the signal-to-noise ratio as compared to TD-OCT. [4] [5] [6] On the other hand, a polarization-sensitive OCT (PS-OCT) [7] [8] [9] has been developed to obtain images with contrast by utilizing the polarization properties of the sample. Biological tissues display birefringence because of some of their contents, e.g., collagen fiber and glucose. PS-OCT is applied to map the polarization properties of tissues.
PS-OCT requires several images to obtain the polarization properties of samples; hence a combination of FD-OCT and PS-OCT is one of the solutions for quick detection of PS-OCT images. Yasuno et al. have developed polarization-sensitive Fourier-domain OCT (PS-FD-OCT); 10 which obtains Müller matrix images with 16 sets of polarization states of the incident and reference light. Although mechanical A-scans are avoided by means of FD-OCT, this system is time consuming because of the number of images required. Jiao et al. 11 have developed Jones matrix imaging instead of Müller matrix imaging, thereby reducing the required number of images to four. Since OCT uses a coherent process, OCT images do not exhibit any effects of depolarization. 12 Therefore, using the Jones matrix instead of the Müller matrix is preferred.
In our previous work, 13 Jones matrix imaging of the porcine esophagus by PS-FD-OCT was performed. In this paper, we describe Jones matrix imaging by PS-FD-OCT, the details of the polarization calibration, and the analysis of the measured Jones matrices. For Jones matrix imaging, simultaneous detection of two polarization components in PS-FD-OCT has been included. This system requires only two B-scans with different incident polarization states. Configuration of incident polarization state, left-and right-hand circular polarization, and horizontal and vertical linear polarization are compared by measurement of a quarter-wave plate. Jones matrix images of biological tissues, namely, the bovine tendon, are measured and transformed into Müller matrix images. Local polarization properties are obtained from the differentiated one-way Jones matrix by a differentiation algorithm. 14 
Jones Matrix Imaging by Polarization-Sensitive Fourier-Domain Optical Coherence Tomography
For Jones matrix imaging, the Jones vector of the backscattered light from the sample has to be obtained. Namely, two amplitudes of different polarization components and the phase difference between each component are required. Simultaneous detection of the two polarization components is better since a phase of the interferogram is rather sensitive to fluctuation. The optical setup of PS-FD-OCT is shown in Fig. 1 . A two-dimensional CCD camera and a cylindrical lens (CL) are used to detect orthogonal polarization components of light separated by the polarizing beam splitter (PBS). 13 A Ti:sapphire laser with 775 nm of center wavelength and 150 fs FWHM of pulse duration is used as the light source. The objective lens (Obj.) is an achromatic lens with a focal length of 100 nm. The axial resolution is calculated from the pulse duration of the source and is found to be 22.5 m, and the lateral resolution is approximately 49 m, as calculated from the focal length of the objective lens and the beam diameter.
In FD-OCT, the backscattered and reference beams are superposed on the spectrometer together. Here, the polarization state is not taken into account. From the spectrum, the one-dimensional OCT signal corresponding to the A-scan is obtained by the following signal processing. The measurement spectrum intensity is described as follows:
where Ê ͑͒ is a complex spectrum of an electric field E͑t͒. E p ͑t͒ and E r ͑t͒ are the backscattered and reference light, respectively. An FD-OCT signal is obtained from the Fourier transformation of the spectrum
⌫͓ ͔ and ⌫͓,͔ denote autocorrelations and cross correlations, respectively. The third term, which is the crosscorrelation between the backscattered and the reference beam, denotes the single A-line of an OCT image. The first and second terms are the autocorrelation of the backscattered and reference beam, respectively, and the fourth term is the complex conjugate of the third term. In some cases of FD-OCT, a rescaling operation 15, 16 is applied prior to Fourier transform for conversion to a linear frequency scale; however, it is not applied in this case because of the narrow spectral width of the employed light source. To distinguish the third term of Eq. (2), the complex spectrum of that term, i.e., the third term of Eq.
(1), is obtained from five spectra with a ͞2 phase offset interval introduced by a piezotransducer (PZT) 17 and the five-frame algorithm. 18 Therefore, the complex spectrum is achieved as
Other terms, autocorrelation and complex conjugate signal, are eliminated; thus, the depth measurement range is expanded twofold by avoiding overlapping with these terms. This signal corresponds to the conventional TD-OCT signal with delay scanning. The difference is that we do not need the Hilbert transform process to reconstruct the phase because FD-OCT has the capability to directly access the phase of the OCT signal. The polarization modulator consists of a polarizer (Pol.) and half-wave plate (HW1); the polarization state of the incident light is converted to horizontal or vertical linear polarization. The quarter-wave plate (QW1) changes the incident polarizations into right-and lefthanded circular polarization states in order to illuminate the biological tissues. The reference polarization is transformed into a 45°linear polarization by means of a quarter-wave plate (QW2). The half-wave plate (HW2) maximizes the diffraction efficiency for the vertical polarization component by changing its polarization state to a horizontal polarization state. Two polarization components give rise to two spectra on different lines on the detection plane because of a difference in the vertical incident angle. After the signal processing, the two sets of one-dimensional complex data corresponding to the two polarization components of the backscattered beam are obtained.
A. Jones Matrix Calculation
The Jones matrix of the sample arm is obtained from two incident states as 11
, (4) where J T is the Jones matrix of the sample arm including the effect from the sample and described as J T ϭ J QW1 t JJ QW1 , where J and J QW1 are the Jones matrix of the sample and QW1, respectively. E ik ϭ ͓E ikH , E ikV ͔ t and E pk ϭ ͓E pkH , E pkV ͔ t ͑k ϭ 1, 2͒ are the incident and backscattered beam, respectively, and k is an index of measurement. ␤ is the random phase noise between two incident light. Although we are using only one light source, random phase noise ␤ exists since the two incident states have not been measured simultaneously. This noise gets canceled since J T is a round-trip Jones matrix. The Jones matrix of the sample has been calculated using
This Jones matrix can also be transformed into an equivalent Müller matrix. 19 
B. Extract Local Polarization Properties from Jones Matrix
The Jones matrix obtained by PS-OCT at one sampling point contains not only actual point's but also the effect of the anterior part on current depth. The measured Jones matrix from the ith layer J i is described by several local one-way Jones matrices, which correspond to the first to ith layer as
where J ms is the local one-way Jones matrix of mth layer.
To obtain a one-way Jones matrix of a local point, a differentiation algorithm 14 is used. Jones matrices of current depth are resolved from one-way Jones matrices of the anterior part.
J ir is the local round-trip Jones matrix of the ith layer. At first, local one-way Jones matrices at the surface J 1s are obtained by polar decomposition. 20 Then, the local one-way Jones matrices of subsurface are obtained step by step. The polarization properties of the sample are assumed to be a combination of linear retardation and diattenuation with coincident optical axes. Then round-trip Jones matrix is described as
where H is and U is are a Hermitian and unitary matrix corresponding to the one-way Jones matrices of the diattenuator and the retarder. By polar decomposition, H is and U is are obtained. Local retardation and diattenuation are calculated as follows,
The orientation of the principal axis is also calculated as
Verification of Polarization Measurement
To verify the polarization measurement, a simple linear phase retarder, namely, a quarter-wave plate, is measured. The measured Jones matrix is expected as follow (12) is the orientation degree of the fast axis. The fast axis of the quarter-wave plate is set from 0°to 90°in steps of 5°. Figure 2 The orientation degree and the phase retardation of the quarter-wave plate are calculated by Eqs. (9) and (11) . Calculated results are shown in Fig. 4 , where the rms error of measurement is 6.83°for the orientation and 0.061 rad for the phase retardation.
In Fig. 1 , the QW1 is removed and the sample is illuminated by a H-V linear polarization set. The measurement results of the quarter-wave plate in this setup are given in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4(a) , the measurement results near 0°and 90°of orientation have a large error. When we are using horizontal and vertical linear polarization states and the orientation of the retardation axis is set to horizontal or vertical, the properties of the sample cannot be theoretically obtained, as mentioned by Jiao et al. 11 It may be the reason of large error near 0°and 90°of axis orientation. The rms error is 22.2°for the orientation degree and 0.84 rad for the phase retardation.
The quarter-wave plate (QW1) with the fast axis oriented at 45°is introduced into the sample arm to illuminate the sample with a R-L circular polarization set. Because we consider the sample as the linear retarder and diattenuator, the polarization state of the incident light does not match the eigenpolarization state of the sample. However, the Jones matrix of the sample arm cannot be obtained when the sample is equivalent to the half-wave plate even though we introduce the quarter-wave plate into the probing arm. 11 Since the off-diagonal components of the sample arm's Jones matrix J T become zero, the random phase noise ␤ cannot be determined. However, we obtained the polarization properties of the quarterwave plate (round-trip Jones matrix of a quarterwave plate is equivalent to that of the half-wave plate). We assume the reason why we can measure the quarter-wave plate is not an ideal one. In other words, we can measure the polarization properties of the sample unless its effect completely matches properties of an ideal quarter-wave plate.
Calibration of Polarization Properties of the System
The real process to calculate the Jones matrix as given in Eq. (4) uses the measured result of the Jones vector of incident light. Since we chose the horizontal and vertical linear polarization state as incident light, the theoretical Jones vectors are E i1 ϭ ͓1, 0͔ t and E i2 ϭ ͓0, 1͔ t . In the actual case, incident light is not the ideal H-V linear polarization, and the detected light is influenced by the polarization properties of the detection arm.,
where ␤Љ ϭ ␤ ϩ ␤Ј, ␤ r and ␤Ј are the random phase noises at measurement and calibration measurement, respectively. This equation canceled the gap of polarization properties between the polarization modulator and the ideal one. If BS, the detection arm, and the mirror used for calibration measurement are polarization independent, then J T Ј is equal to J T .
Measurement of Bovine Tendon
The polarization properties of an ex vivo bovine tendon are measured. The Jones matrix images of the tendon are shown in Fig. 5 . The equivalent Müller matrix images are calculated and shown in Fig. 6 . The number of A-lines is 1000 lines͞mm. M 00 reveals the intensity map of the light backscattered by the sample. In the M 11 , M 22 , and M 33 images, fringes appearing from phase retardation are clearly visible. The distributions of the local phase retardation, diattenuation, and orientation of the tendon have been obtained by the one-way Jones matrix calculated from the measured results. There are layers with less phase retardation and diattenuation under the surface. Due to the differentiation, the fringes that appeared prior to the differentiation in Fig. 7(a) have disappeared.
Conclusion
Jones matrix imaging with polarization-sensitive Fourier-domain OCT has been developed. The Jones matrix of a bovine tendon is obtained. By employing the differentiation algorithm, local polarization properties, phase retardation, diattenuation, and orienta- tion are calculated. From local retardation and diattenuation maps, we can see that the parts of the tendon with birefringence are distinguished. Although this system reduces the number of images required with Jones matrix imaging, the measurement time is long because of the slow scanning mechanism. It is possible to improve the measurement time by using a high-speed mechanical scanner such as a galvanometer scanner.
